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HowtoDo
the ABC Bible Study

f [ /hen your words came,I ate them," wrote the Prophet
Y Y Jeremiah. "Theywere my joy and my heart's delight,

for I bear your name, O LoRo God Almighty" (feremiah
15:76). Today, centuries late4, personal Bible study allows
us to experience the joy and delight in God's Word thatJere-
miah spoke of.

The ABC Bible Study plan is one of the most basic tools
for analytical Bible study, and it gives the Holy Spirit oPPor-
tunity to speak to you directly from the Scriptures. It is best
in this basic Bible study format not to refer to commentaries
or other reference materials. Learn to glean truth from the
Scriptures on your own. You may refer to other reference
materials later.

Getting Started
Review Unit One in this handbook, The Basics of Bible Study,
then choose a passage or chapter from a New Testament
book for your study. Before you do any writing, prayerfully
read the chosen study portion at least three times. You may
read it silently, then aloud, then pausing to reflect at the end
of each verse on what you have read.

It is best to do the entire ABC study in rough draft form
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40 Types of Bible Studies

first. Then organize it neatly under the five following sec-
tions, each identified by a letter of the alphabet. The sections
need not be done in the order shown.

A. A Title
You may want to write your title after you have finished the
rest of your study. In choosing a title, jot down two or three
titles that come to mind as you study; then either select the
best one from this list or form a new one from a combina-
tion of your suggestions. The title should fit the chapter and
be as complete as possible.

Your aim is to look for a title that clearly identifies the
passage's content, not for one that is catchy. It should not
exceed eleven words and may be just one or two.

B. Best Verse or Basic Passage
Decide whether you are choosing a Best Verse or a Basic
Passage. Write the reference of the verse or verses under the
section heading.

The Best Verse is a single reference that seems most out-
standing to you as you read through the passage or chapte4
even though it may not contain the central theme. The Basic
Passage is a verse or group of verses (no more than three)
which includes the central message or is the key to the con-
tents of the passage.

C. Challenge
As you work through the passage this time, ask God to chal-
lenge your heart in a personal way from some portion of
what you are studying. Your purpose now is to accept this
challenge andapply its truth in a definite way to your life.It
may be something that God wants you to do or to stop
doing, or an attitude to develop. A habit may need to be
formed or broken. You may need to incorporate some truth
into your thinking.

Under the heading cHALLENGE, begin with the number of
the verse or verses from which you iue taking your challenge.
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First state in your own words the truth of the verse' Then tell

how this chailenge applies to you-what needs it reveals in
jo* fif", what sf,ortcbmings, transgressions' or neglects it

i"ai.ut"t, or what new appreciation or understanding it opens

up to vou. Since the cttiltenge is personal, use the Pronouns
"fr" "fi"r""myr" and "mine" in Your writing'-' 

rt u" stat6 clearly what you plan to do about it. TelI what

specific action yo, #il take to correct the weakness' to build

ifiu 
".ua"a 

qrrutity into your life, or toincrease your under-

stanaing of itris truth. ihoot" something practical yol:u'
do in thf folowingweek, instead of a long-term project' You,r

next Bible study *itt Utit g another challenge that you wilt

want to work on.
This action step maybe one of many thing+ such aswrit-

i.,g u i"tt"{, memorizing a verse of Scripture on the 
,subject'

ptiyo"g about a specialneed, doing a kindness' making an

;p"1.# and asking forgiveness, or carrying out a short-term

p""piin"^embeito aJp-9n$ 9"q:,H"y Spirit' who enables

us [o truly grow in our Christian life'

D. Difficulties
Consider each verse in your study Passage' Does it speak of

u-"ytt i"g you could not explain to another person? If so'

.rr,t". tie"heading omncurilss write down the number of

the verse and the {uestion or problem it raises in your TTq'
Do not merely ,uy)"ldon't understand" or "Please explain"'

but state the specific difficulty it presents to you'

If a difficrilty can be answered by a little research (such

as looking up aword in a dictionary), do the research and

record th6 answer. Then you can share it with someone in

your discussion group who might have a similar question'

E. Essence
In the last section of your study, you may choose to-summa-

ize or outlinethe passige under the heading ESSENCE' In either

.ut", Vo" shouldiecorl only what-the.passage says' not what

itmeins.Rather than interpreting it, simply put in your own
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words what the Scripture actually says.
The summary is abrief condensation of the passage. You

should summarize all parts of the passage equally, not giv-
ing too much space to one part and slighting another. One
way to do this is to write one sentence in your rough draft for
each successive thought in the passage, using your own
words instead of the words of the text. Then condense your
summary into fewer words, combining your sentences and
making them shorter. You should aim for an average of two
to eight words per verse.

An outline divides a passage into its natural paragraphs
and gives a brief title or heading to each section. Write down
the verses included in each section (see below). List as many
subpoints under each of the main headings as you need to
define its content. As in the summa{F, include all parts of the
passage in good proportion. An outline may looklike this:

I. Main Heading or Title of This Division (1:1-8)
A. Subpoint (verses L-3)
B. Subpoint (verses 4-8)

II. Main Heading or Title of This Division (1,:9-21)
A. Subpoint (verses 9-10)
B. Subpoint (verses 11,-1,6)

1. Sub-subpoint (verses 11-13)
2. Sub-subpoint (verses 1,4-1,6)

C. Subpoint (verses 17-21)

A Final Word
Again, your ABC Bible Study should include the following
parts:

A TITLE

BEST VERSE OR BASIC PASSAGE

CHALLENGE

DIFFICULTIES

ESSENCE

(AN EXAMPLE OF THE ABC BIBLE STUDY)
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HowtoDo
Search the Scriptures

The people of Berea were conunended for receiving Paul's

I meisage "with great eagerness" and for the way they
"examined the Scriptures every day to see if what Paul said

was true" (Acts 17 11). Ttre King lames Version says they
"searched" the Scriptures dailY.

The words examine and search impty close inspection or
methodical scrutiny, indicating that the Bereans took time
to consider carefully and thoughtfully the content and mean-

ing of God's written Word. They searched for the wisdom
of God as for hidden treasure, even as Solomon exhorted
many centuries before (Proverbs 2:4)'

When you study God's Word rril6 diligence and "grea\
eagerness/' the result is always well worth the effort- And
the greatest personal benefit comes from completing your
own study before referring to such outside helps as com-
mentarieior notes by others. What you discover yourself is

usually more exciting and valuable to you personallythan the

writings of godly mery even though the latter maybe more

scholarly.
Search the Scriptures is a flexible plan designed to meet

the needs of people with varying abilities and amounts of
time available for study.
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(AN EXAMPLE OF THE ABC BIBLE STUDY)


